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Liana De Laurent
Is a Russian-Georgian born Energy Artist who channels her 

artworks through a connection to Universal consciousness . Her 

art captures the heart through its intuitively expressive 

interpretations of outer dimensions and energies of the world. 

Liana's Channeled Energy Art is a creative translation of a deep 

love for unity and freedom within all the living things in 

existence.

"I see life as a multidimensional expression of Love, the only 

difference between us all, is our own perception of what Love is 

, this perception is what determines  the Spiritual evolution of 

the humankind”

Liana’s creativity started blossoming in Fall of 2014, gaining her
first recognition of her Art through social media. She started out 

by posting her works in progress on Facebook and

Instagram accounts.

The next day Channeled Energy Art Commission (custom 

painting) and energy reading requests followed. 

Liana is now on a journey of expanding her art beyond the 

world of social media. She is in process of channeling both  

commissions  and original paintings, sharing them at Psychic 

Healing Fairs, Healing Centers, Yoga – Meditation retreats and 

more…

Her goal is to unite the world through Universal message 

of Unconditional love in self- expression, inspiration and 

freedom in her intuitive Artworks.



Channeled Energy Art Mission

“Energy Art is a transmission of creative energy through a deep and yet 

fully conscious meditative state with a purpose to shift consciousness of our 

world further into it’s full potential.

My mission is to share a simple truth that all Art is Energy and this energy 

can connect our perceptions of Body Mind Spirit to reveal our true identity 

as Self realized humans”

Liana De Laurent































Journey of the Soul Commission

Is an experience, a deep journey through your 

soul's path and a connection with your energy 

in resonance with what your soul is 

experiencing.

I listen to the guidance of your Angels, or 

Spiritual guides to receive clear information on 

your energetic experience and its process. As I 

receive this information in a meditative state, 

Spirit delivers me a custom color spectrum, an 

image for the painting and an intuitive reading 

and meaning behind it. The guides will let me 

know what healing is necessary for the soul at 

the moment, through a full reading as well as 

the painting itself.

YOU - The Creator Commission

This type of Personal Art commission is 

created through your desire alone.

You may simply explain to me your vision, 

inspiration and intention for the painting you 

need me to create and I will do the 

rest. During this process I stay in close 

contact with  you, providing you with 

progress report on the work in order to insure 

your total happiness and satisfaction in 

quality of the material.

Please note, that even though it is a 

commission, the artwork will be painted in 
my signature style of work.

Energy Art Commissions
(Custom Artwork)



❖ All  Energy Art Commissions are prepared within a 30 

day time frame from the order placement. You are 

always kept up to date and informed of the 

commissions progress and its development through 

images and a clear communication.

❖My Commissions Start with a 16x20 canvas size for 

which the cost is $500 USD. I have a vast range of 

canvas sizes available for your choosing and a quote 

for the painting will be based on the canvas size you 

choose.

❖ A full deposit is required to begin the creative process 

of your Commission as well as a full discussion of the 

goal and intention behind it.



❖ Commissions/Custom Artwork requests

❖ Original Artwork Purchase

❖ Publications - Interviews, TV, Radio, 

Magazine and public appearances

❖ Artwork Licensing

❖ Energy Art Exhibitions

❖ Gallery Representation

❖ Children's Spiritual Art Education

❖ Energy Art Blogging

❖ Energy Art Exhibition at Private Events 

(Creative Pop up shops) 

❖ Charity, Auction, Donations, 

Collaborations with Channeled Energy 

Art

❖

Artist Availability




